
CUBA AND 
THE ART OF 

MOTORCYCLE 
MAINTENANCE

BY: CHRISTOPHER P BAKER

Havana’s Harlistas keep their antique Harley-Davidsons and  
Indians running with ingenuity and indefatigable good humour…
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O
ne warm summer night three years ago, 

I was strolling along a cobbled street in 

colonial-era Habana Vieja (Old Havana) 

when Ernesto ‘Che’ Guevara’s son bounded 

out of a bar and hugged me. Like his dad, Ernesto ‘Jr’ is 

a motorcycle enthusiast. When I first met him four years 

prior, he was riding a battered, jade-coloured 1948 Harley-

Davidson Flathead through Havana’s potholed streets. 

That night, after we dined together at Harley-themed 

bar Chacón 162, Guevara sped off on a sleek new 

Harley-Davidson Electra Glide Ultra Classic.

I did a double take. It seemed totally out of place  

in this twilight-zone country that’s half frozen in time.

High-finned, voluptuous dowagers from the 1950s are 

everywhere in Cuba: chrome-laden DeSotos, corpulent 

Buicks, stylish Plymouth Furies and other relics putter 

alongside sober Soviet-era motos: utilitarian Czech-

made Jawas, East German MZs, plus Russian-made 

350cc Jupiters and ubiquitous 650cc Urals with sidecars.

But Harleys — once numerous in Cuba — are rarer 

than an Elvis sighting. 

A sepia photograph, circa 1948, adorning a wall at 

Chacón 162 shows members of the Club Motociclistas 

de Cuba by the beach in Surgidero de Batabanó. Most of 

the bikes are Harleys bought from Havana’s Casa Bretos 

dealership, Cuba’s sole pre-revolutionary Harley franchise.

Before the Revolution (1953-1959), when motorcycles 

were a popular mode of transport, the Harley was all 

the rage. Owners held regular rallies and road trips and 

hopped the Havana-Key West ferry to ride with their 

northern brethren. Even actress and musical diva María 

de los Ángeles Santana rode a Harley around Havana, 

dressed in her skin-tight Elvis Roustabout leather jacket.

“Vendors sold ice-cream from Harley Servi-Car 

three-wheelers,” said photographer and harlista (Harley-

Davidson owner) Raúl Corral as he showed me a medley 

of disassembled pre-revolutionary Harleys laid out like 

a swap-meet display in an unoccupied tumbledown 

mansion diagonally opposite his seaside home in Cojímar.

Harleys were also standard issue for workers of 

the (US-owned) electrical and telephone companies. 

Fleets of tiny two-stroke Harley-Super 10s buzzed 

through the streets, making home deliveries of 

groceries and other goods. And the Bretos dealership 

supplied Cuba’s military and police with hundreds of 

more powerful, full-size Harleys. 

"…HARLEYS — ONCE 
NUMEROUS IN CUBA 
— ARE RARER THAN 
AN ELVIS SIGHTING"
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parts distributor in Cuba for decades. No service centres, 

nor catalogues or classified ads or internet websites, nor 

anywhere else to buy parts. And in a country where the 

average state salary is about $30 per month, most Cubans 

lack the money or other means to buy parts abroad.

Sourcing parts is akin to a scavenger hunt, with the 

whereabouts of original parts whispered like tantalising 

state secrets. Most Harlistas rely on each other, lending 

spare tyres, spark plugs and precious batteries. “We go 

through hell!” exclaimed Luis Enrique González.

The 50-year-old looks like a textbook Harlista in his 

chain-festooned jeans, blood-red bandanna and black 

T-shirt emblazoned with a Harley-Davidson logo. He 

stands amid nine old Harley Knuckleheads, Panheads 

and Flatheads, and a 1947 Indian Chief, disembowelled 

and immobile for lack of parts. Over the years, González 

and fellow Harlistas have had to monkey-wrench parts, 

jury-rigging hybridised bikes like Frankenstein’s monster. 

"…THE US TRADE 
EMBARGO THAT 
SLAMMED THE 
DOOR SHUT TO US-
MADE IMPORTS. NO 
MORE HARLEYS…"

Then came the revolution. In 1960, Castro & Co spun 

off into Soviet orbit, invoking the US trade embargo 

that slammed the door shut to US-made imports. 

No more Harleys, nor American automobiles, were 

imported. The Bretos dealership was forced to close. 

“There were about 6000 Harleys before the 

revolution,” said 65-year-old Sergio Morales, a chain-

smoking moto mechanic with fingers permanently 

soiled with oily grime. “Today there are only about 

200.” By comparison, according to the 1959 United 

Nations Statistical Yearbook, about 159,000 mostly 

big-boned American passenger cars were in service  

in Cuba. Of these, some 60,000 remain on the road. 

Then why so few Harleys? According to an urban 

myth whispered among Cuba’s antique-motorcycle 

community, following the revolution, Fidel ordered 

hundreds of police and army Harley-Davidsons to be 

bulldozed into a mass grave inside Boniato prison, 

 near Santiago de Cuba. 

“Many people looked down on everything American 

following the revolution, especially the Harleys — they 

were the motorcycle used by Batista’s brutal police,” 

recalled Corral, speaking of Fulgencio Batista, the 

corrupt and thuggish dictator-president that Castro’s 

Revolution deposed.

“No-one knows why they were buried,” added 

79-year-old ex-motorcycle cop Antonio Miniet, hinting 

that the legend is perhaps more than mere myth. His 

eyes misted at the sad memory as we sipped thick 

Cuban coffee on the verandah of his 1920s home in 

Havana’s once-fancy Vedado neighbourhood.

A former roulette dealer at mobster Meyer 

Lansky’s Riviera Hotel, Miniet joined the Patrulla de 

Orden Pública (Public Order Patrol) in January 1959, 

immediately after the revolution. “In 1960 we imported 

a shipment of 100 new Harleys, but after that we 

couldn’t even get spare parts,” he said. “We had to find 

ways to service the bikes. Like all the Cuban Harlistas, 

we learned to be creative.” 

Miniet founded the police’s Team Acrobática that 

performed daredevil stunts on Harleys until the difficulty 

of maintenance, plus growing anti-American sentiment, 

forced their demise. In 1968, their bikes were replaced 

with Italian-made Moto Guzzis. Many of the Harleys were 

sold to individual policemen, according to Miniet. The rest 

were apparently buried in a fit of Castro political pique.

Harleys may have dwindled in number, but the 

few that remain are now revered icons of Cuba’s 

moto culture. It seems ironic that this archetypal 

American symbol should have such die-hard fanatics 

in communist Cuba. Yet the island’s tight-knit Harlista 

community is just as passionate as its American 

counterparts. The social bond, however, is many orders 

of magnitude stronger, fired in the crucible of hardships 

their US brethren can barely imagine. 

Most of these antique machines would be museum 

pieces elsewhere in the world. In Cuba, they’re daily 

rides. “I don’t have a car. I use my bike for everything — to 

go to the doctor, to the store or a party. Whatever!” said 

39-year-old musician ‘Luisito’ Gustavo Mas, proud of his 

matte-black ’46 1200cc Harley Flathead. “She’s part of 

the family, like the refrigerator… or a live-in mistress.”

Yet keeping it running is a challenge in this land of 

US embargo and eternal shortage. There hasn’t been a 

Hartlista Luis Enrique Gonzalez
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“El cubano inventa (Cubans invent),” González said, 

laughing, as he explained how Cuba’s Harlistas go to 

absurd lengths to keep their aged hogs running. “What 

we can’t fix or cannibalise from cars we make ourselves. 

We tailor virtually any part you can think of… Hecho en 

Cuba, chico! (Made here!)”

Their intestinally reconstituted engines are 

monuments to mechanical wizardry. González displays 

drive chains that once powered conveyor belts in 

Cuba’s Coca-Cola bottling plant; handlebars and 

exhausts made from domestic piping; and Russian GAZ 

jeep pistons and valves from a Russian Kamas truck as 

substitutes for Harley originals. The most impossible 

conjugations would leave you amazed.

“The guy I bought the Knucklehead from even made 

the seat cover from the skin of a pit bull,” González 

said, chuckling. And, he explained, in the grim years 

known as the ‘Special Period’ in the early ‘90s after the 

collapse of the Soviet Union, Harlistas concocted oils 

and hydraulic fluids like alchemists trying to synthesise 

gold. Lack of tyres even forced González to replace 

one of his Harley’s spoked wheels with a solid 15in VW 

Beetle wheel. His fists clenched, as if wrestling a bull, he 

mimicked trying to muscle the bike, with its flat tyres, 

through a bend. “¡Coño! It was like being in a rodeo!” 

During the ‘Special Period’, many Cubans abandoned 

their Harleys for easier-to-fix, light-on-petrol Soviet Bloc 

motos. But die-hard Harlistas stuck by their timeworn 

treasures. Geniuses of invention, they figured out a way 

to save their machines from extinction.

However, in the early 1990s, foreigners began buying 

up potentially precious Harleys and other rare bikes for 

a pittance from Cubans clamorous for cash. “We didn’t 

know the value of our bikes. We were desperate back 

then,” said 59-year-old Rafael Díaz Díaz, proud owner 

of a silver-and-candy-apple-red 1946 Indian Scout. 

“Many were shipped out by the husband of a diplomat. 

He used his wife’s diplomatic immunity to send bikes 

out of the country.” 

In 1996, Cuba classified its vintage bikes as national 

treasures. Like their classic car counterparts, they can 

no longer legally be shipped abroad. Still, Harleys and 

Indians occasionally get bought and spirited out of the 

country as “recycled steel”.

Since former president Obama’s easing of relations 

between the US and Cuba, Harley-Davidson parts can 

be ordered online and brought in by visiting friends. 

And the recent surge in US travellers to Cuba, in money 

sent by Cuban-American families in Miami, and in the 

number of cuentapropistas (private entrepreneurs) has 

meant more Cubans with disposable income. The old 

bikes have soared in price and popularity. 

Talented music producer Lyng Chang, founder of the 

hit band ToMezclao, is among Cuba’s monied elite. He 

recently bought a 2010 Harley-Davidson V-Rod. He owns 

three other Harleys, including a 1945 US army-spec WLA 

sold to the Cuban army at the end of WWII, plus five 

antique Indian motorcycles that are his true pride and joy.

The floor of Chang’s slightly dilapidated Art 

Nouveau house literally shakes to a brassy salsa tune 

hot enough to cook pork… and to the VROOOOOM! 

of Ernesto Guevara arriving on his 2015 Electra Glide 

Ultra Classic for a harlista party that Chang is hosting.

Tragos (shots) of aged añejo rum are passed around. 

Couples dance just a little closer than groin-to-groin, 

whirling sensuously between half-a-dozen old Indians 

and Harleys dripping oil on the colonial tile floor of the 

front room. “It’s Lyng’s harem… ¡Sus amantes!” laughs 

his wife, Yuxi González. 

‘Luisito’ is rocking the electric guitar… and there, on 

tambourine, is Ernesto Guevara, wearing his Harley-

Davidson T-shirt.  ARR

"…FIDEL ORDERED 
HUNDREDS OF POLICE 
AND ARMY HARLEY-
DAVIDSONS TO BE 
BULLDOZED INTO A 
MASS GRAVE…"

"IN 1996, CUBA 
CLASSIFIED ITS 
VINTAGE BIKES AS 
NATIONAL TREASURES"

María de los Ángeles Santana

Cuban police acrobatic team

1937 Indian Daytona racer, Havana.

1947 Indian Chief.
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